
 
 

01MLAP – NAME STICKER FILM 

 
 
01MLAP name stickers are the self-adhesive printable vinyl roll.  It focuses on the market of no-iron clothing 
labels, especially for kids' clothing labels. These kids' name tag stickers are used on clothing.  No-sew, No iron, 
stick onto clothing tags directly and can be washed by washer machine and dryer. 
The main feature of this stick-on name label roll is the use of environmentally friendly Super-high adhesive, 
which can be directly attached to the surface of any object such as cloth, and it is easy to install without 
iron.  Because it uses ultra-soft film and completely environmentally friendly glue, it will not be uncomfortable 
after wearing, and will not cause any harm to the skin or health. As for the detailed features, please find the 
following. 
 

Usage 

Super-high tack stick-on no iron name sticker material, which is designed to stick on clothing, tags directly and 
can be washed. Besides clothing, it can be used for wide areas as follows. 
 
Clothes tags, shoes 
Name stickers can be used to label kids' clothes, including clothing tag names, shoes name stickers, shirts, 
pants, jackets, and hats. The name stickers are no-iron and can simply be stuck on. 
Water bottles 
Name stickers are waterproof and can be used to label kids' water bottles. This ensures that their bottle is not 
lost or mixed up with others at school or daycare. 
Backpacks 
Kids can use name stickers to label their backpacks, making it easy to identify their bags from others. 
Lunch boxes 
Name stickers can be used to label kids' lunch boxes, ensuring that they do not get lost or mixed up with other 
children's lunch boxes at school or daycare. 
School supplies 
Name stickers can be used to label kids' school supplies, such as pencils, notebooks, and folders. This makes it 
easier for kids to keep track of their belongings and ensures that they do not get lost or mixed up with others. 
Personalized gifts 
Name stickers can be customized with a child's name or other personalized text, making them a great gift idea 
for kids. 
 

 No-iron application for easy use 

 Super strong adhesive for clothes tags, washable 

 Printable and customizable with child's name, school, or personalized text 

 Waterproof and washable vinyl material for durability 

 Ideal for kids to keep their belongings organized at school or daycare 

 Versatile for use on various items including clothes, water bottles, lunch boxes, backpacks, and more 

 ECO friendly material based on the certifications of Kids CPC, REACH, Rohs, and CA Prop65 
 



 
 

Advantage 

 
The super high-tack self-adhesive material 
Name stickers use a high-tack self-adhesive material that ensures they stay in clothes tags well and never fall. 
 
No, sew, no iron needed 
01MLAP name stickers are easy to apply and do not require any sewing or ironing. Simply stick them onto the 
clothing tag directly. 
 
Washable 
01MLAP name stickers are designed to withstand washing and drying in a washer machine and dryer at least 30 
times, ensuring they stay in place after multiple washes. 
 
Soft and smooth 
Printable stick-on name stickers are made from a soft and smooth polymeric vinyl film that is comfortable to 
wear and does not irritate the skin. 
 
Safe material 
Clothing name stickers are made from safe materials and have certifications including EU Reach, CA Prop65, 
and ROHS. 
 
Versatile 
Name stickers can be used on various items including shoes, gifts, pens, and boxes. 

 
 
 

Technical data 

 

Product Usage Clothing name labels of Kids 
Application Surface Clothes tags 
Width 685mm 
Length 50m 
Printing Method Eco-solvent, Latex, UV printers, and inks 
Interior/Exterior For clothing 
Film type Polymeric vinyl, Reach, and CPC standard 
Film color Matte 
Product Usage For home, School, or nursing home 
Adhesive type Super high strong solvent adhesive 
Adhesive color Clear 
Service Life Over 30times washing 
TDS Required Yes 
Surface Finish Matte 

 



 
 
Limitation 
01MLAP name stickers product is not recommended to use in the following applications:  Dirty clothing 
surface, solvent cleaning, grease, and silicon-releasing clothes will affect the adhesion of the glue. 

 
Quality Certification 
 
ECO friendly material based on the certifications of Kids CPC, REACH, Rohs, and CA Prop65 
 

 
 
Disclaimer 
All Carl Jensen´s products are subject to manufacturing controls in order to guarantee the good quality of the products. The statements, technical 
information, data, values and recommendations regarding Carl Jensen´s products are based on research and tests we believe to be reliable, but do not 
constitute a guarantee or warranty of whatsoever nature. 
Considering the multiple uses of Carl Jensen´s products, the user is recommended to test the products prior to their use, so to determine and ascertain 
the suitability and performance of the product for its intended application and purpose. 
The methods of conversion and application of Carl Jensen´s self-adhesive materials are multiple and it is therefore essential that the users are aware of 
the particular method to be used, prior to commencing the production. 
Printing: Testing for compatibility between product, printers and inks is always highly recommended before printing the product. 
Application Systems and Conditions: it is recommended that the performance of the product be always tested in the actual applications conditions as 
substrate state (rough, smooth, flat or irregular shapes, moderate curves, with or without rivets); applicator technology (hand application or fully 
automated lines);   specific stress on Carl Jensen material once applied (high and/or low temperature, mechanical stress, exposure to challenging 
environment conditions), et cetera. 
As Carl Jensen´s products are used in conditions beyond its control, such as those listed above as example, Carl Jensen does not assume any liability for 
inappropriate use of the products. 
Carl Jensen reserves the right to modify at any time and without the need of a prior notice, at its sole and exclusive discretion, the products, their 
features and technical specifications. 
All Carl Jensen´s products are sold subject to Carl Jensen´s general terms and conditions of sale listed in the following Carl Jensen´s web page: www.carl-
jensen.com 


